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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Churches today are caught in a sociological trap.
Parishioners want to keep comfortable status quo organization. Churchmen feel the pressure to
modernize, to get where the action is. This book is a provocative and zesty analysis of the problem.
Dishonest to God? The churches have followed corporations in emphasizing fat figures and solid
annual growth. If religion were sold like stocks you would have the high fliers like the booming
Southern Baptists and the Roman Catholics, the blue chip denominations-Episcopalians,
Congregationalists, and Presbyterians-and then those with small growth potential like the Jews. The
sick clergy. Most clergymen of the various faiths, needless to say, are not alcoholic or homosexual.
On the other hand enough clergymen have these problems to cause concern, and beyond the
slippery labels of neuroses there are enough inward tortured people in the clergy to make church
authorities wonder what in heaven is wrong. The future. One of the basic models for churchly
change is ecumenism, but although ecumenism may look good on the drawing board, it has some
very formidable hurdles before it ....
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Very good e-book and valuable one. It can be writter in basic words and phrases and not confusing. You will not really feel monotony at whenever you
want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i

It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .-- Abel O 'K on Sr .
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